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1. Important activities, projects or events since last FAI General Conference:

1.1. WHC 2015 from 12-16 August – in Przylep Poland.
A successful WHC with 98 pilots from 12 countries. It was the most important rotorcraft even of the year.

1.2. WAG from 01-12 December 2015 in Dubai

1.3. 51st Open Russian Helicopter championship in Konakovo – Russia
from 14 – 17 July 2016
An exceptional location for Helicopter sport training

1.4. 2nd Bellarussia Helicopter Races in Minsk from 29th – 31th July 2016
A new approach of helicopter competition event.

1.5. European Helicopter cup in Mengen ( Germany ) from 4th – 7th August 2016
The second Helicopter event co-organised by DHC and Royal Belgian Aeroclub

1.6. 2nd Czech Open Helicopter Championship in Podhorany ( Czech Republic )
From 18-21 August 2016
Organised by young enthusiasts helicopter pilots and fans

2. Positive and negative results:

Helicopters as well as all Airsports are the most attractive events for the public, but to make sure that the public participate intensively during the Helicopter competition, we have to adapt some rules to make these more comprehensive, such as including parallel events with electronic visible scoring systems and direct information to the public who are the winning crews.

3. Main problem(s) encountered and solutions adopted:

Objectives for the next 2 years:
A continuous improvement of the development of the Helicoptersport by:

- Increasing the number of participating countries in the CIG-Commission
- Put in place a collaborative spirit in the commission
- Creating a helicopter sport working group (already started this year)
- Creating Championship’s Rules Working Group
- For more precise scoring during competitions, development of electronic scoring systems
- Stimulating exchange of experiences with other airsport disciplines
4. **Planned activities and projects for next year:**

   Different helicopter competition are planned for 2017

5. **Proposals (if any) to FAI Executive Board, FAI Head Office or for the next General Conference:**

   As Vice-President of CIMP : Statement on the relation of FAI to IOC and WADA

6. **Free reporting:**

   n/a
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